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these instruments include drums, guitar and bass, and feature variable keypads for standard, minor
and major keys. vienna symphonic library for mac offers a number of instruments suitable for
orchestral, rock, and pop arrangements. the product features a 5-band graphic eq, controls for

mastering, compression, and limiters for each individual instrument and a stereo output for
recording live into your daw. you can adjust the volumes of the individual instruments and control

the panning for each. to add a more authentic sound, you can choose from over 40 different
acoustic drum kits. all samples are loopable and editable. export each instrument as a single wav
file or as an easily manageable aiff file for mastering and mixing into your own music. the patches
are supplied in the instrument format of your choice (vst, au, rtas), so you can use any third party
vst or au software that you like. while all the vienna instruments are compatible with the vst/au

platforms, some can also be used with the rtas format. vienna instruments are supplied in 24-bit,
44.1khz format (stereo and surround, up to 7.1) and are compliant with the vst, au, rtas standards.
the vienna instruments are each assigned a unique key number, and each key is assigned a unique
name. this name can be edited in the vienna instruments patch dialog. please note that the vienna

instruments are supplied in wav format only. no vst, au, rtas, and no midi. all in all, the vienna
symphonic library is one of the worlds best sounding music libraries, and it is all wrapped up in a
stylish, user-friendly package. vienna symphonic library is the world's most advanced acoustic

library; producing the most realistic, organic and dynamic libraries in the industry. with more than
1000 compositions, over 70 individual instruments, and 60 unique microphones, the vienna

symphonic library brings you the best of the best, and it is all captured in a stunningly beautiful,
easy to use, and highly functional package. vienna symphonic library is also the most beautiful,

authentic sounding library you'll ever hear!
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vienna symphonic library is our flagship product for the professional recording and mixing studios.
it contains a large number of high-quality stereo and multi-channel multi-sampled sounds. an

amazing diversity of over 100 different halls and rooms has been recorded. these were all recorded
in the same halls and rooms that we have been using for decades. every sound in the library is
recorded in a dedicated state-of-the-art recording studio and then archived. this means that our
recordings are the best available for our products. this combination of an extensive collection of
meticulously recorded multi-sampled instruments and effects and the possibility to process the
samples with the most powerful convolution reverb algorithm known to man, has made vienna

symphonic library the most powerful convolution reverb in the world today. we have many different
instruments. the vienna orchestra is played on a bösendorfer 290 imperial concert grand piano,

which has been modified for the performance of the orchestra. the vienna symphony is played on a
well-known bösendorfer 290 imperial concert grand piano, but in the case of the vienna symphony,

the strings and percussion have been replaced with two bösendorfer 280 imperial concert grand
pianos, giving us a stereo grand piano sound. the vienna big and vienna small piano are played on
a bösendorfer 280 imperial concert grand piano. the vienna chamber orchestra is played on a pair
of bösendorfer 280 imperial concert grand pianos. the vienna big singers are played on the same

bösendorfer 280 imperial concert grand piano used by the vienna orchestra and the vienna
chamber orchestra. the vienna big singers have been modified to give us the performance of the

vienna big singers in a very sophisticated way. 5ec8ef588b
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